Measures of knee and gait function and radiographic severity of knee osteoarthritis - A cross-sectional study.
Pain reports show at most weak to moderate relationship with structural findings of knee osteoarthritis (OA). Less is known about the relationship between measures of knee and gait function and structural findings of knee OA. To test the hypothesis that patient-reported, performance-based and three-dimensional knee and gait measures can distinguish between individuals with varying degrees of radiographic knee OA severity. To increase the spectrum of radiographic severity baseline data of individuals included in a cohort study and in a randomized controlled trial respectively were included in this cross-sectional study. Individuals completed the Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), Single Limb Mini Squat (SLMS) test, and three-dimensional gait analysis. Radiographic severity was dichotomized into mild (Kellgren Lawrence (KL) 1-2) or severe (KL 3-4) knee OA. Proxies for medial knee joint loading were peak knee adduction moment (KAM) and KAM impulse, and summary measures of overall gait function were the Gait Deviation Index for kinematics (GDI) and kinetics (GDI-kinetic). Area under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUC) and logistic regressions were used to evaluate whether KOOS-scores, SLMS test, peak KAM, KAM impulse, and GDI-scores could discriminate radiographic severity of knee OA. The sample (n = 115) consisted of 60% women, mean age 61 years (SD 8). Good discriminating abilities (AUC > 0.7) were demonstrated for all measures of knee function and gait, except for GDI and GDI-kinetic (0.62 and 0.36, respectively). Odds ratios from logistic regressions largely supported the AUC findings. With the exception of gait summary measures, discriminating abilities were demonstrated by all measures of knee and gait function. Given the interest in interpreting OA as a multi-factorial disease, this information may assist researchers in selecting the most appropriate outcomes for biomechanical studies.